ITEM OPPORTUNITY SYNOPSIS:
Stereoscopic Camera

2021-017
Supplier Scouting Number

1. Describe the Item:
2. Summary of Technical Specifications and Performance Requirements:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

Please describe the item application/ the end use of item.
“Flash” is a rugged stereoscopic camera with active lighting and on-board computing and is designed to be deployed in agricultural
settings to take high-resolution images of plants. An on-board GPS receiver is used to localize the device in the field. The device
communicates with a paired Linux tablet (Microsoft Surface Go) to control the data collection and provide feedback to the operator.

Provide the item number if applicable: (N95 Mask vs Protective Mask).

Product is called “Flash”, and this revision is codenamed “Aleph”

a. Provide dimensions / size / tolerances / performance specifications for the item.
Outer dimensions of housing - 17” x 11.5” x 9.5”. Weight is approximately 20 pounds. Housing consists of
laser/waterjet cut 5052 aluminum, formed and TIG welded. Machined components tolerance at +\- 0.005”
Formed sheet metal components use industry standard tolerances

b. List required materials needed to make the product, Including materials of product components, if
applicable.
5052 Aluminum sheet, 0.100” thick; 6061 machined aluminum components; Custom circuit board, Nvidia Jetson Xavier; 2x Forward Looking
InfaRed (FLIR) Blackfly S machine vision cameras. Bulkhead connectors: USB 3.0, HDMI, RJ45 Local Area Network (LAN), 3x Switches,
Switchcraft power connector, ZED-F9P GPS breakout board, Taoglas GPS and WiFi antennas, Miscellaneous cabling, 12x CREE COB LEDs
(CXB3590)

c. Are there applicable certification requirements to supply this item? (i.e. ISO certification) Are there any
applicable regulations that apply to the production of this item? (i.e. FDA regulations or EPA regulations)
Are there any other standard requirements? (i.e. ASME Standard, IEEE Standard) Please specify.

N/A

d. Describe the manufacturing processes (elaborate to provide as much detail as possible).
-Formed sheet metal components consist of 0.100” thick 5052 aluminum, formed on CNC brakes with press-fit PEM fasteners, TIG
welded, dyed, and anodized
-Machined 6061 aluminum structural components fabricated using 3-axis CNC machine center
-Standard PCB fabrication and population
-Cabling assembly
-Hand soldering of LED components

f. Additional Comments:
Is there other information that would impact the item’s performance or usefulness? Please explain.

Company is looking for a manufacturing partner to produce the units.

Target # of units in 2021 = 3-5 per month or 10-15 per quarter. Target # of units in 2022 =
7 - 10 per month or 20 - 30 per quarter.
Target Price / Unit Cost Information:

Flexible and Negotiable.

Delivery Requirements:

BUSINESS INFORMATION:

Potential Business Volume Estimate (i.e., # Units Per Day, Month, Year):

When is it needed by? (Immediate, 30 Days, 6 months, etc.)
Target of April 1st 2021 for delivery of first unit with immediate availability of additional units by July 1st,
2021.

Describe packaging requirements (i.e., individually/ group packaging).

Packaging requirements include Pelican hard case with each Flash packaged individually.
Where is this opportunity located? Is there a preferred shipping proximity - if applicable?
Deliveries expected to be made to company's location in Pittsburgh, PA.
No preferred shipping proximity.

Additional Comments:

How long would you like to leave this opportunity open to the National Network?
☐ 3 days

☐ 5 days

☐ 7 days

Is there other information you would like to include?

See Below.

Photos or diagrams of the item (helpful but not required).

☐ 10 days

______ Other

